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Risk-adjusted survival time monitoring with
an updating exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) control chart
Stefan H. Steinera∗† and Mark Jonesb

Monitoring medical outcomes is desirable to help quickly detect performance changes. Previous applications have focused
mostly on binary outcomes, such as 30-day mortality after surgery. However, in many applications the survival time data
are routinely collected. In this paper, we propose an updating exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) control
chart to monitor risk-adjusted survival times. The updating EWMA (uEWMA) operates in a continuous time; hence, the
scores for each patient always reflect the most up-to-date information. The uEWMA can be implemented based on a
variety of survival-time models and can be set up to provide an ongoing estimate of a clinically interpretable average
patient score. The efficiency of the uEWMA is shown to compare favorably with the competing methods. Copyright ©
2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

There is a clear need for monitoring the outcomes of medical processes such as surgery. Timely signals of poor performance
can be used to improve the process and avoid future unnecessary deaths or other adverse outcomes. With a sound statistical
approach, we can balance the desire for quick detection of problems with the need to avoid frequent false alarms.

Process monitoring has a long history in the industry starting with Shewhart [1]. Some early applications of control charts in
medicine, such as De Leval et al. [2] and Steiner et al. [3], who considered the problem of monitoring paediatric cardiac surgery
outcomes, did not employ risk adjustment. This was reasonable in their context as none of the possible covariates collected,
such as patient characteristics, procedural characteristics and surgical team fatigue, were found to have a significant effect on the
failure rate. However, in most medical applications, due to the heterogeneity of patients, risk adjustment is necessary. Otherwise,
a short series of adverse outcomes for a cluster of high-risk patients could falsely signal a systematic problem.

A variety of risk-adjusted monitoring procedures have been proposed. Lovegrove et al. [4, 5] and Poloniecki et al. [6] suggest
simple monitoring schemes based on a plot of the difference between the cumulative predicted and the observed deaths. Steiner
et al. [7] proposed a risk-adjusted cumulative sum (CUSUM) control chart based on a binary outcome. The risk-adjusted CUSUM
uses optimal likelihood ratio weights and has been shown to be more efficient than methods based on predicted minus expected
deaths, but may be difficult for clinicians to interpret. For further discussion see the review papers by Grigg and Farewell [8] and
Woodall [9].

Most previous medical applications of statistical process monitoring have focused on binary outcomes, such as 30-day mortality.
However, in many medical applications, survival time data, such as time to death or major complication, time to infection, etc.
are routinely collected. In fact, many previous applications, such as Steiner et al. [7], use examples where the collected survival
time data are discretized into 30-day mortality. Such discretization results in a loss of information and a delay in accounting for
outcomes. In many applications it makes sense to monitor the survival time data directly.

Two recent papers address monitoring survival time (or time to failure) data with risk adjustment. Sego et al. [10] propose
a risk-adjusted survival time (RAST) CUSUM based on log-likelihood ratio scores. They illustrate the approach with log-logistic
and Weibull accelerated failure time (AFT) models but other models are also possible. To ensure that the patients remain in
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surgery order, the chart is updated only after each patient reaches 30 days post surgery. At that time, any patient who died
before 30 days receives the appropriate log-likelihood score based on their time of death, whereas surviving patients receive the
appropriate score for an observation censored at 30 days. This approach delays the entry of early failures into the CUSUM, but
unfortunately if we allow early failures to enter the RAST CUSUM immediately while successes are not identified until the 30-day
mark, we have the potential to mix up patient ordering before and after a process change.

Biswas and Kalbfleisch [11] propose a risk-adjusted CUSUM in continuous time. They illustrate the approach with kidney
transplantation data and use a Cox regression model to make the necessary risk adjustments, although other survival-time models
are possible. The approach involves the continuous inclusion of likelihood ratio scores based on Bernoulli outcomes. While the
Biswas CUSUM is considerably more complex than the Sego CUSUM, the approach is appealing as new information is incorporated
into the chart immediately. However, the CUSUM statistic is not easily interpretable and may be hard to promote to clinicians.

For monitoring survival time data, we propose an updating exponentially weighted moving average (uEWMA) control chart.
EWMA control charts are similar to CUSUM charts in the sense that both accumulate information across multiple time periods to
look for process changes. Such sequential control charts are good at detecting small persistent changes in the process. CUSUM
and EWMA control charts are generally believed to have similar efficiency [12]. The main advantage of an EWMA is that it provides
an ongoing local estimate of the average score. In this way, it is easier for clinical staff to interpret and understand. Another
minor advantage is the inherent two-sided nature of an EWMA. Tabular CUSUM schemes, such as suggested by Steiner et al. [7]
and Sego et al. [10], on the other hand, are designed to detect one-sided process changes, although they can be made two-sided
through the simultaneous use of two CUSUMs (with different scores).

In Section 2 we briefly review the standard EWMA chart and define the continuous time uEWMA. We discuss the approach
in the context of monitoring surgical survival times, but the method is also applicable in other contexts with survival time
data. In addition, to simplify the language, we equate an adverse outcome with death, though it could be something else, for
example a major complication or an infection. We describe how the uEWMA can be updated on an ongoing basis to reflect the
latest information. In Section 3 we suggest three types of possible patient scores, including optimal log-likelihood ratio scores,
observed minus expected deaths scores and scores based on a summary of the survival-time distribution. In Section 4 we apply
the proposed uEWMA to a cardiac surgery example and illustrate how to perform the necessary calculations and produce the
uEWMA control chart. Note that in this paper we show a retrospective application of the chart for illustration. Ultimately, the chart
would be used prospectively in real time. Section 5 addresses the design of the uEWMA control chart and shows how the design
parameters affect the theoretical efficiency of the chart and Section 6 compares the uEWMA with the Sego RAST CUSUM [10]
and the Biswas CUSUM [11]. Finally, in Section 7 we draw the conclusions and provide a discussion of some additional issues.

2. Risk-adjusted uEWMA

The standard EWMA control chart [13] is given by

Ei = �si +(1−�)Ei−1

= �si +�(1−�)si−1 +�(1−�)2si−2 +�(1−�)3si−3 +·· ·

where � is a smoothing constant, 0<��1. In our context, si is a score assigned to patient i and E0 equals some suitable starting
value that we set equal to the (estimated) average patient score before any process change. We shall refer to the functions of
� as the patient weights, e.g. the weight for patient i−2 is �(1−�)2. To create the control chart we plot Ei versus time (actually
patient number), and the chart signals if Ei>hU or Ei<hL, where hU and hL are pre-specified constants, called the upper and
lower control limits, respectively. We anticipate that when the EWMA is used to monitor the process performance prospectively,
a chart signal would trigger an investigation to try to determine the cause of the suspected change in the performance. We shall
set the control limits to balance the desire to quickly detect real process changes while avoiding frequent false alarms where the
process has not changed, but where the chart signals due to chance alone.

In the standard EWMA, as Ei is a weighted average, it is an estimate of the average score that gives more weight to patients
who have had surgery more recently. Thus, EWMA signals, where Ei>hU, suggest an increase in the average patient score, whereas
Ei<hL suggests that the average score has decreased. In what follows we set the patient scores such that increases in the average
score correspond to the worsening surgical performance. This matches clinicians’ expectations as they are used to monitoring
failure or mortality rates.

EWMA control charts have been used extensively for monitoring industrial processes and Morton et al. [14], Spliid [15] and
Grigg and Spegielhalter [16] provide examples of its use in a medical context. In addition, in time series analysis the EWMA
has been employed as a smoother and as a one-step ahead forecast for a special case of an autoregressive integrated moving
average model [17].

We propose adapting the standard EWMA to a continuous time scale by allowing the patient scores to be functions of time.
This allows the latest information about all patients to be incorporated in the EWMA at all times. To accomplish this we change
the notation to focus on time (in addition to patient number). We define the uEWMA as

Et =�sit +�(1−�)si−1,t +�(1−�)2si−2,t +�(1−�)3si−3,t +·· · (1)
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where sit is the score for patient i (where the index i gives the order of surgery) at time t. Note that in (1), given time t, the
value of i is determined. Patient i corresponds to the most recent patient to have had surgery, that is at time t, i patients have
had surgery. It is important that (1) preserves the patients in surgery order because we believe that patient outcomes depend
on the surgical quality. Our goal is to quickly detect changes in the surgical performance which we believe could be sudden
but sustained. Our focus here is mainly on detecting deterioration of the surgical performance. As a result, in this paper, rather
than using a standard lower control limit (hL), we will instead implement a reflecting lower control limit. That is the EWMA will
not be allowed to go below hL, but hitting hL will not reset the EWMA. We shall set the reflecting barrier so that when the
in-control model parameters have been well estimated its effect is very small, but the reflecting barrier will provide protection
against chart inertia [18, 19]. That is the reflecting barrier will limit the amount of credit the chart can build up due to a sequence
of good performances. Too much built up credit just before the deterioration in performance would delay the signal. If during
implementation the EWMA hits the reflecting barrier repeatedly it is a sign that the in-control parameter estimates are no longer or
never were good estimates of the true process performance. In this case we recommend re-estimating the in-control parameters.

As we describe in the next section, we can employ a variety of patient scores. We illustrate with scores based on the log-
likelihood ratio, observed minus expected deaths and a local (based on the results for only patient i) estimate of some summary
of the survival-time distribution for a baseline or typical patient. With these latter scores we follow Grigg and Spegielhalter [16]
who suggested something similar when monitoring a binary outcome with an EWMA. The survival model summary scores can
be selected to represent a variety of survival-time distribution summaries. We shall illustrate using the 30-day mortality rate (as
estimated from the survival model), but there are many other possibilities.

In application, the uEWMA (1) will be updated whenever there is a failure (i.e. death) and also at some regular time interval,
say each week. In this way we will always quickly detect when there is evidence that the surgical performance has deteriorated
and have a (nearly) up-to-date estimate of the average patient score. At each updating time, we recalculate Et using the latest
scores for each patient (and the appropriate corresponding weights that depend on each patient’s surgery order). As time passes,
more patients undergo surgery, and the past patient’s EWMA weights will gradually decrease exponentially as given in (1). The
new value of Et would then be plotted. Note that once a value of Et has been plotted it is never updated. The idea is that Et
reflects an estimate of the average score at time t, and thus it is not updated as more information becomes available at later
times. Thus, the updating of patient scores affects only the future values of Et .

As the number of patients increases the weights for early patients become very small. Thus, in implementation, patients from
long ago can be ignored. To be conservative in our simulation studies described later, we ignore patients when their weight
is less than 1

1000 th the magnitude of the weight for the most recent patient, that is when �(1−�)i<� / 1000. When �=0.01 this
works out to i>688 and we need only keep track of the weights and scores for the most recent 688 patients. In many examples
this can be further reduced as the patient scores can no longer change after they have reached the maximum follow-up time,
say 30 days. Thus, for all patients whose surgery was over 30 days ago we only need to keep track of the corresponding EWMA
summary statistic E (for these patients).

The efficiency of a sequential control chart, like an EWMA, is most commonly described by the run length distribution. Run
length is defined as the time (or number of patients) until the chart signals. Typically, the run length distribution is summarized
using the average run length (ARL). However, run length distributions are bounded by zero and usually have long right tails. As
a result, the ARL is difficult to estimate with simulation and may not summarize the efficiency well. In this paper we will assess
the efficiency instead with the median run length which is easier to simulate and gives arguably a better summary.

Generally, application of a control chart such as an EWMA chart is divided into two phases. In phase I we set up the control
chart by selecting the design parameters, e.g. �, hU and hL. This is typically done using the phase I data, which we believe
represent an in-control process where the performance is constant. The control chart is then retrospectively applied to the phase I
data to check the in-control assumption. In phase II we apply the designed control chart on an ongoing basis to new data. In
phase II, a signal would lead to the investigation of the possible reasons for the changed (better or worse) performance. Timely
intervention could save lives or prevent unnecessary adverse events. We design the uEWMA to look for changes in the mean (or
median) survival time that manifest themselves through changes in the scale/ location parameter of the survival-time distribution.
We assume that all other parameters, such as the shape parameter and the effect of any covariates, are constant.

For monitoring survival time data where, as in the applications/examples discussed in this paper, the observed mortality rate
is low, small values of the EWMA smoothing constant (�), say around 0.01, work best. Small values of � imply a lot of smoothing
as each observation has a small weight. The proposed smoothing constant is smaller than the typically recommended values for
EWMAs used in the industry [12]. In most industrial applications, EWMAs are based on subgroups and scores are calculated as a
summary of a number of observations. We address the choice of smoothing constant further in Section 5.

3. Determining the patient scores

To derive the scores we need to first define some notation for the observed data for each patient. At time t, for patient i (that
has had surgery), we observe (xit,�it , ui), where xit is the minimum of the current time since time zero, the time to death and
the follow-up time (or time at occurrence of a competing risk) each minus the time of surgery,

�it =
{

1 if patient i dies by time t

0 otherwise
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and ui is a vector of covariate values. Note that the covariate values for each patient are determined at the time of surgery and
are not updated as time passes. In many applications, such as the cardiac surgery example presented in Section 4, the follow-up
time is fixed and is the same for all patients. The follow-up time is defined as the time after which any adverse outcome can
no longer be reasonably attributable to the surgery or simply the maximum time for which we can reliably collect the outcome
data. For instance, if the outcome is time to infection after surgery, after a patient has been discharged from the hospital it is
much harder to determine whether a patient acquired an infection or not.

To be more precise, for patient i we denote t as the current time, ai as the time of surgery, ci as the time of a competing risk
(or follow-up time) and di as the time of a death. Then xit =min(t, ci, di)−ai . Note that ci and di represent realizations of random
variables only the smaller of which is observed. In Section 4 our example will illustrate the methodology with a fixed follow-up
time, i.e. ci =ai +c, where c is some fixed constant, say 30 days. However, in the general case ci may be the time of a competing
risk such as some other adverse outcome unrelated to the surgery or a variable follow-up time.

Thus, for patient i (that has had surgery) there are three possibilities for (xit,�it):

(i) Death: (xit, 1), where xit =di −ai is the time between surgery and death.
(ii) Success: (xit, 0), where xit =ci −ai is the time between surgery and the follow-up time (or some competing risk).

(iii) At risk: (xit , 0), where xit = t−ai is the time between surgery and the current time.

The patient scores, sit , are based on (xit,�it , ui); hence, as xit and possibly �it change for case (iii) as time passes, so will (some
of) the scores. A patient in case (iii) can become case (i) or (ii) or remain in case (iii) with a larger xit . Note that once a patient is
in case (i) or (ii) xit and �it (and thus the patient score) stay the same.

The patient scores also depend on the selected survival-time distribution. In this context we need a model that allows for
risk adjustment, such as an AFT model [20] or a Cox regression. There are many possible survival-time distributions, including
Weibull, log normal, etc. To illustrate we present the results based on the AFT log-logistic distribution. The popular AFT models
assume that the survivor function for a patient with covariate vector u at time x is the same as the baseline survivor function at
time x exp(�Tu), where � is a vector of covariate coefficients, i.e. the covariate effect is log-linear in time. The baseline survivor
function is determined by the chosen survival-time distribution. The AFT log-logistic model for a patient with covariates u has
probability density function

f (x)= �

�
(x exp(�Tu) / �)�−1[1+(x exp(�Tu) / �)�]−2 (2)

where � and � are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. The corresponding survivor function is

Pr(X>x)=S(x|U=u)= [1+(x exp(�Tu) / �)�]−1 (3)

We use the phase I data to estimate the AFT log-logistic parameters. In what follows, we denote the phase I (in-control) parameter
estimates as �0 and �0 and assume that they are estimated without error. Of course, there is some error that depends on the
size and quality of the phase I data. See Sego et al. [10] for more on the effect of estimation error on the efficiency of the RAST
CUSUM, and Jones et al. [21] and Jensen et al. [22] for more on this issue in general, when there is no risk adjustment, on the
efficiency of the standard EWMA and other control charts.

For the log-logistic AFT model, a patient with a covariate vector u has a median and mean survival time given by

Median = � / exp(�Tu)

Mean =
{

��sin(� / �) / [�exp(�Tu)] if �>1

undefined otherwise

(4)

As mentioned earlier, we use the uEWMA to look for changes in the mean or median which are due to changes in the scale
parameter � while assuming that the shape parameter � is fixed at its in-control value �0, similar to Sego et al. [10].

Next, we look at three classes of patient scores, namely log-likelihood ratio scores, observed minus expected deaths scores and
survival model summary scores. The log-likelihood ratio scores are preferred, because as shown in Section 6, they provide the
most power to detect process changes. The observed minus expected and survival model summary scores have the advantage
that the resulting uEWMA will, on an ongoing basis, provide a local estimate of a clinically interpretable average score. This
should appeal to practitioners who prefer monitoring approaches that are transparent and easy to understand.

3.1. Log-likelihood ratio scores

The log-likelihood ratio scores are based on the methodology of Steiner et al. [7] and Sego et al. [10]. Moustakides [23] showed
that in the non-risk-adjusted case a CUSUM with log-likelihood ratio scores is optimal such that they will give the smallest ARL
(when the shift takes place at the worst possible time and when the chart is furthest away from a signal) at the specified process
shift while maintaining the in-control ARL.

We set up the uEWMA to detect changes in the log-logistic scale parameter as shifts in � correspond directly to shifts in the
average or median survival time, as seen in (4). Consider the hypothesis test:

H0 :�=�0 versus H1 :�=�1�0 (5)
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where we assume that the log-logistic shape parameter (�) is unchanged. Then, following Sego et al. [10], the log-likelihood
scores for the ith patient at time t for the log-logistic AFT model are given by (6) where the observed patient values (xit,�it , ui)
are defined in Section 3, �0 and �0 are the in-control log-logistic scale and shape parameters, respectively, and � is a vector of
parameters for the covariates

sit =−��it log(�1)+2�it

{
log

[
1+

(
xit exp(�Tui)

�0

)�0
]

− log

[
1+

(
xit exp(�Tui)

�1�0

)�0
]}

(6)

3.2. Observed minus expected deaths scores

The use of the observed minus expected deaths scores is popular when monitoring binary outcomes [4--6]. Here we apply the
same methodology to the monitoring of survival time data. For each patient the expected death rate is given by the cumulative
distribution function. For instance, for the AFT log-logistic model, given the covariates ui , the chance of death by time xit is one
minus the survivor function (3). Thus, the observed minus expected deaths scores for patient i based on the AFT log-logistic
model are given by (7)

sit =�it −(1−[1+(xit exp(�Tui) / �0)�0 ]−1) (7)

Note that in (7) we use the observed minus expected scores rather than the other way around as is popular in some applications
[4--6]. With observed minus expected scores, increases suggest a deterioration in the surgical performance.

3.3. Survival model summary scores

There are two steps required to determine the survival model summary score sit for patient i at time t.

1. Translate the outcome for patient i, i.e. (xit,�it , ui), into something equivalent for the typical (or benchmark) patient, denoted
(yit,�it).

2. Translate (yit,�it) from Step 1 into a local (based only on the outcome for patient i) estimate for the chosen summary of
the lifetime distribution (in terms of the baseline/typical patient).

To accomplish the risk adjustment in Step 1, we need to define a typical or baseline patient. We denote the covariate values
for the typical/baseline patient with the vector ub. We choose ub in consultation with the clinicians who will use the control
chart. For instance the typical patient may be the ‘average’ or most common type of patient. Then in Step 1, we find yit by
solving S(xit|ui)=S(yit|ub), where ui gives the covariate values for patient i. In other words, we match results between patient
i and the typical patient using the tail probabilities of the survivor (or equivalently the cumulative distribution) function. For
instance, using the log-logistic AFT survivor function given by (3) we obtain

yit =xit exp(�Tui) / exp(�Tub) (8)

In the second step to determine the survival model summary scores, we need to do three things:

2(a) Translate yit given by (8) into an estimate of the central location, e.g. mean or median, of the selected failure time
distribution.

2(b) Derive a method of moments estimate of the location parameter of the selected survival-time distribution, denoted �it
based on the estimate of the central location from 2a.

2(c) Find the score sit by translating �it into an estimate of the selected survival distribution summary.

For step 2(a), if �it =1, i.e. the patient died, we estimate the central location as yit . For censored observations, i.e. �it =0,
on the other hand, we estimate the central location using conditioning. We determine either the conditional expected value as
suggested by Steiner [24] for monitoring the censored observations or the conditional median. For the AFT log-logistic model
the conditional mean is

E(X|X>yit , ub,�0,�0)=
∫ ∞

yit

xf (x) dx

where f (x) is given in (2). The conditional mean is only defined if �>1 and there is no closed-form solution, but it can be found
using numerical integration. The conditional median for the AFT log-logistic distribution is given by

median(X|X>yit, ub,�0,�0)= �0

exp(�Tub)

(
1+2

[
yit exp(�Tub)

�0

]�0
)1/�0

In Step 2(b) we determine a method of moments estimate of the location parameter. We do this by assuming the shape parameter
is unchanged from the in-control estimate. To illustrate, we use the median, as in the example in the next section where �0<1
the log-logistic mean is undefined. Using the median, for the log-logistic AFT model with �=�0, our local estimate of �, for
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patient i at time t, is

�it =
⎧⎨
⎩

yit exp(�Tub) if �it =1

median(X|X>yit , ub,�0,�0) exp(�Tub) if �it =0
(9)

In Step 2(c), based on �0 and �it , as given by (7), we derive a local estimate of the selected distributional summary (for the
baseline patient). There are many possible choices of distributional summary including failure rate at some time, average or
median failure time, expected survival time for the first 10 per cent of failed patients, cumulative hazard rate at some time after
surgery, etc. To illustrate, (10) gives scores for the 30-day mortality rate for the baseline patient (estimated from the survival-time
distribution) from the AFT log-logistic model

sit = 1−
[

1+
(

30 exp(�Tub)

�it

)�0
]−1

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1−
[

1+
(

30 exp(�Tub)

xit exp(�Tui)

)�0
]−1

if �it =1

1−
⎡
⎣1+ 30 exp(�Tub)

�0

[
1+2

(
xit exp(�Tui)

�0

)�0
]−1/�0

⎤
⎦ if �it =0

(10)

4. Cardiac surgery example

To illustrate we apply the uEWMA to the cardiac surgery example also considered in Steiner et al. [7] and Sego et al. [10]. The
data set consists of 6994 operations, from a single surgical center over the seven-year period, 1992–1998. Information about
each patient included date, surgeon, type of procedure and the pre-operative variables that comprise the Parsonnet score [25].
These include age, gender, hypertension, diabetic status, renal function and left ventricular mass. In the data, 461 deaths occurred
within 30 days of surgery, giving an overall 30-day mortality rate of 6.6 per cent. We fix the follow-up time as 30 days, as after
30 days we believe that the outcome may no longer be attributable to the surgery quality.

As in Steiner et al. [7], we select the first two years of data (corresponding to 1992 and 1993) as the phase I (in-control) period.
Fitting the log-logistic AFT model as done by Sego et al. [10] gives the maximum likelihood estimates (�0,�0,�)= (0.529, 30606, 0.145).
Note that in this example the only covariate is the Parsonnet value. As we have �=0.145, the median time to death is higher
for larger Parsonnet values, as we would expect.

For illustration, in Table I, we show the patient scores for a variety of example patients. For the survival model summary scores,
we selected the typical/baseline patient as the median risk phase I patient. Thus, ub =7 since this is the median Parsonnet value
in the phase I data. In addition, as in this example �0<1 the log-logistic mean is not defined and we use the conditional median
rather than the mean in Step 2(a). Note from Table I that the scores change little for low-risk patients who survive longer but a
lot for high-risk patients who survive longer.

Using the methodology shown in the next section, for the log-likelihood ratio scores we select a control limit hU of 0.022, a
smoothing constant (�) of 0.01 and an initial EWMA value (E0) of −0.015. In addition, to protect against chart inertia we select a
reflecting barrier hL of −0.04. Figure 1 gives the resulting uEWMA for both the phase I and the phase II data with �1 =0.2697,
as in Sego et al. [10], which corresponds to setting the alternative hypothesis to a doubling in the odds of 30-day mortality. In
the figure we multiply the control limit hU by the factor 1−(1−�)2i to take into account the effect of the initial EWMA value in
the variability of the EWMA statistic [26]. With the large number of patients the control limit quickly asymptotes to 0.022.

Table I. Example scores for a variety of patients and outcomes.

(xit ,�it , ui) sit (6) sit (7) yit �it sit (10) Comment

(10, 1, 1) 0.66 0.991 4.2 11.56 0.829 Low risk, died early
(10, 0, 1) −0.015 −0.009 4.2 30 329 0.070 Low risk, short survival
(30, 0, 1) −0.027 −0.016 12.6 30 375 0.070 Low risk, long survival
(10, 1, 10) 0.63 0.982 15.4 42.63 0.708 Medium risk, died early
(10, 0, 10) −0.03 −0.018 15.4 30 391 0.070 Medium risk, short survival
(30, 0, 10) −0.05 −0.031 46.4 30 562 0.070 Medium risk, long survival
(10, 1, 50) 0.02 0.720 5103 14 081 0.101 High risk, died early
(10, 0, 50) −0.34 −0.280 5103 60 965 0.049 High risk, short survival
(30, 0, 50) −0.43 −0.411 15 309 131 518 0.033 High risk, long survival
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Figure 1. Updating EWMA applied to SGH data with log-likelihood ratio scores given by (6). Upper dashed (horizontal) line gives the control limit, lower dashed
line gives the reflecting barrier, dash-dot (vertical) line divides Phase I from Phase II.
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Figure 2. Figure 2: Sego RAST and Biswas CUSUM for the cardiac surgery example. Dashed line gives the control limit, dash-dot line divides Phase I from
Phase II.

For comparison, Figure 2 shows the Sego RAST and Biswas CUSUMs applied to the same cardiac surgery data and assuming
the same log-logistic AFT model. For both the Sego RAST and Biswas CUSUMs, we also selected the alternative hypothesis (5)
as a doubling in the odds of 30-day mortality. For all the control charts in Figures 1 and 2 the control limits were set to give
a median in-control run length of roughly 3000 days. This closely matches the results with the control limit choice of 4.8327 in
Sego et al. [10]. From Figures 1 and 2 we see that the Sego RAST CUSUM has a very pronounced signal in phase II, whereas the
Biswas CUSUM and uEWMA show similar patterns and signal only very briefly in both phases I and II. All charts signal in phase
II around the middle of the fourth year (i.e. in 1995). Had any of these charts been used prospectively for the phase II data
the signaled process changes would have initiated an investigation into what, if anything, had changed. However, looking back
retrospectively we see that if there were any process changes they were not sustained. We conclude that the signals were most
likely false alarms. Owing to the large number of surgeries represented by this data having some false alarms is not unexpected.

The differences in the nature of the patterns seen in Figures 1 and 2 are due to the differences in how the patient results
are entered into the CUSUM or EWMA calculations. With the Biswas and uEWMA, deaths are accounted for on the actual day
of death, whereas with the Sego approach deaths always enter the CUSUM 30 days after surgery. The larger signal in the Sego
RAST CUSUM in 1995 is due to a cluster of deaths of patients whose surgeries were very close together. In the uEWMA and
Biswas CUSUM, on the other hand, the effect of these deaths is muted because the actual days of death are spread out, with
information from surviving or at-risk patients appearing in the gaps.

5. Designing an updating EWMA chart

Once we have chosen the appropriate survival-time distribution, important covariates and the scores, to design the uEWMA chart
we need to choose the smoothing constant � and the control limits hU and hL.

We evaluate the choices based on the run length distribution determined through Monte Carlo simulation. Usually the run
length distribution of an EWMA can be determined numerically using a Markov chain-based approximation as discussed in Lucas
and Saccucci [12] and Steiner [26]. However, with the uEWMA all scores may be updated at each step and thus the Markovian
assumption does not hold. The simulations are computationally intensive; hence, we summarize the run length distribution with
the easier-to-calculate median run length rather than the ARL.
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Figure 3. In-control simulated median run length as a function of control limit (hU). Using log-likelihood ratio weights given by (6) with �1 =0.2697.

To conduct the simulation we need to make some assumptions about the patients. In particular, we need a model for the

• Survival-time distribution.
• Distribution of time to a competing risk (or follow-up time).
• Arrival pattern and distribution of the covariates (i.e. patient mix).

We base our simulation on the cardiac surgery example described in Section 4. We assume that the survival-time distribution
is given by the AFT log-logistic model fit to the phase I data. The follow-up time is 30 days for all patients and we assume an
exponential time between patients (i.e. patients arrive according to a homogenous Poisson process) with an average of 2.7 per
day as this is the rate for the years 1992–1993 (i.e. in phase I). Finally, as in Sego et al. [10], we assume that the Parsonnet
covariates follow an exponential distribution with mean 8.9. This fits the observed pattern in the phase I data fairly well.

In situations where a competing risk can occur or if the follow-up time is variable we could model the times using the empirical
rates given for all the patients in phase I who did not die. The time to a competing risk could be modeled using the same or
different covariates rather than the survival-time distribution.

In all cases, when running the simulation we first generate a number of patients from the in-control distribution. The number
of in-control patients depends on the smoothing constant � and is chosen so that the initial E0 value has a weight that is less
than 1

1000 th of the weight for the next patient. With �=0.01 this translates to 688 in-control patients. These patients are used to
provide a random initial condition for the EWMA and the CUSUMs at the time of the simulated process change. As a consequence,
the simulated results are steady-state run lengths rather than zero state run lengths. Steady-state run lengths are more realistic
as we cannot predict when the surgical performance may change. After the initial group of in-control patients, we simulate a
second group of enough patients to determine the median run length. With these data we generate the corresponding EWMA.
This process is repeated 20 000 times to approximate the median run length. Only signals resulting from the second group of
patients are used to estimate the run length distribution.

Figure 3 shows the median run length as a function of the upper control limit (hU) when the process remains in-control, that
is we have �=30606 (and �=0.529). Here we used the log-likelihood ratio scores with �1 =0.2697, as in Sego et al. [10], which
corresponds to a doubling in the odds of 30-day mortality given the assumed patient mix. Figure 3 was used to set a reasonable
control limit. For instance with a control limit (hU) of 0.022, we estimate that the median run length is about 3000 (days) or
8100 surgical procedures. That is if nothing has changed we expect a false alarm from the EWMA to occur before 8.2 years
half the time. We can select a different control limit if we want a higher or lower median run length. From the results used to
create Figure 3 we note that the natural logarithm of the median run length is roughly a linear function of the control limit. We
could also explore other summaries of the run length distribution if desired. MATLAB (www.mathworks.com) code to simulate
the median run length is available upon request from the first author. The choice of the control limit must be made carefully.
Setting it to give very frequent false alarms will render the monitoring method useless as practitioners will learn to ignore it.

To determine the results in this section and the next we use a lower reflecting barrier hL of −0.04. The results in Figure 3
would change for larger values of hL in that we would need a larger upper control limit hU to give the same in-control median
run length. However, the efficiency results in Figures 4–5 and Table II would be virtually unchanged for larger hL values.

To simulate the out-of-control behavior of the uEWMA suppose the log-logistic scale parameter shifts to �1 =�0 / q, where �0
is the in-control value, i.e. when q=2 the median survival time has been halved. We can quantify how the median run length
changes as we increase q by repeating the simulation described earlier when the second group of patients has a survival-time
distribution with scale parameter �1. To place these changes into perspective, from the log-logistic survivor function (3), a change
in the odds of mortality from O0 to fO0 corresponds to q= f 1/�0 , where �0 is the in-control shape parameter estimate. For
example, with �0 =0.529 a doubling in the odds of 30-day mortality, i.e. f =2, corresponds to q=3.7 (Note q=1 / �1 where �1 is
defined in (5)).
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Figure 4. Effect of changing the EWMA smoothing constant (�). In-control median run length=1000, out-of-control mean shifted to q=3.7.
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Figure 5. Median run lengths as a function of a mean shift uEWMA with scores (6), (7) and (10) (solid lines ordered from bottom to top) Biswas CUSUM (dotted
line) and Sego CUSUM (dashed line).

Table II. Comparison of monitoring methods.

Median run length Approx. number of
Method (days) at q=3.7 extra adverse events

uEWMA with log-likelihood scores 56.4 10.0
Biswas CUSUM 58.0 10.3
uEWMA with observed-expected scores 60.4 10.7
uEWMA with 30-day mortality scores 62.2 11.1
Sego CUSUM 77.3 13.8

We have illustrated the use of the uEWMA with a smoothing constant �=0.01. Other choices are possible. Figure 4 compares
the various choices. In all cases the control limit was selected so that the in-control median run length was approximately 1000
days. We expect the relative efficiency given the various choices for � not to depend on the choice of the in-control median run
length. The plot gives the corresponding out-of-control median run length when q=3.7. As shorter out-of-control median run
lengths are better, a value near 0.01 seems optimal. This is a similar value as found by Cook [27] in the context of monitoring
binary outcomes with an EWMA chart. Note that this result is somewhat dependent on the failure rate in the example. In the
presented cardiac surgery example, few patients (6.6 per cent) died before reaching the maximum follow-up time of 30 days. In
examples with higher failure rates we expect that the best value of the EWMA smoothing constant would be something higher
than 0.01.
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6. Comparison of efficiency

In this section we compare the efficiency of the uEWMA with the alternatives suggested by Sego et al. [10] and Biswas and
Kalbfleisch [11] using simulated data modeled on the cardiac surgery example discussed in Section 4. To make the methods
comparable, in all the cases we used the same AFT log-logistic survival-time distribution and make the same assumptions about
the patient arrival rate and patient mix. In addition, for all approaches the likelihood ratio scores corresponded to a doubling
in the odds of 30-day mortality. Note that with the Sego RAST CUSUM a new patient is added only 30 days after surgery. This
inherent delay affects the efficiency.

In the comparison of the three methods, we set the control limits in each case so that the in-control median run length was
1000 days. This means that we expect a false alarm within roughly three years 50 per cent of the time. The selected control
limits are for the uEWMA with log-likelihood ratio scores hU =0.0150, the uEWMA with observed minus expected deaths scores
hU =0.0554, the uEWMA with 30-day mortality scores hU =0.0908, the Biswas CUSUM h=4.1525 and the Sego RAST CUSUM
h=3.9636. In this comparison, for all the uEWMAs we do not use a lower reflecting control limit. This choice has no effect on
the results, but makes the simulations run faster.

Figure 5 shows the median run length as a function of the mean shift, q, for the uEWMA with log-likelihood ratio scores
(6), observed minus expected deaths scores (7) and the 30-day mortality scores (10) for the cardiac surgery example when
the in-control median run length is 1000 days. We selected 1000 days rather than 3000 days (as in Figure 1) to reduce the
computational burden of the simulations. The relative efficiency of the various charts should not depend on the choice of the
in-control median run length. We see that, for this example, the uEWMA with log-likelihood ratio scores is the most efficient;
its median run length for all process shifts is the smallest. The efficiency of the Biswas CUSUM is slightly worse especially for
larger process shifts. The other two uEWMA charts, i.e. with observed minus expected deaths scores and 30-day mortality rate
scores, have very similar but a little worse efficiency than the Biswas CUSUM, whereas the inherent delay results in the Sego
RAST CUSUM having the worst efficiency among the methods considered here.

We note that the uEWMA charts rapidly detect large process changes. We numerically summarize the efficiency of the various
methods in Table II at the clinically significant mean shift of q=3.7 which corresponds to a doubling in the odds of 30-day
mortality. For instance the median time to signal for the uEWMA with log-likelihood ratio scores is around 56.4 days or 152
surgical procedures (at the rate of 2.7 patients per day) which equates to around 10 extra deaths given the overall mortality rate
of 6.6 per cent.

The median run length results presented in Figure 5 and Table II depend on the patient arrival rate (and patient mix, survival
model, etc.). We verified with simulation that the relative performance of the uEWMA and Biswas CUSUM is very similar at different
patient arrival rates. The relative performance of the Sego CUSUM, however, does depend on the patient arrival rate. Although
it is never better than the uEWMA and Biswas CUSUM, for low patient arrival rates the effect of the inherent 30-day delay is less
important and vise versa for higher patient arrival rates.

7. Summary and discussion

The proposed updating EWMA (uEWMA) can be used for risk-adjusted monitoring of survival times. The uEWMA calculations
maintain the ordering of patients and the method is thus appropriate for monitoring a process with an initial event (e.g. surgery)
expected to drive the patient outcomes given in terms of the survival time. The uEWMA operates in continuous time updating
patient scores with the latest information as time passes. The uEWMA can be based on any survival-time model and a variety
of patient scores are possible, including scores based on the log-likelihood ratio and scores that have a more clinically relevant
interpretation.

In terms of efficiency, we expect (so long as process changes are reasonably modeled as changes in the scale or location
parameter of the survival-time model) that the uEWMA will signal process changes faster than methods such as Steiner et al. [7]
that monitor only binary outcomes. In addition, due to continuous updating the uEWMA is shown here to signal more quickly
than the Sego et al. [10] CUSUM that must wait until a set period of time (e.g. 30 days) after surgery to update the monitoring.
This advantage would be even greater in situations where the follow-up time was longer, such as the kidney transplant example
in Biswas and Kalbfliesch [11]. For the given example, the uEWMA chart with log-likelihood ratio scores is more efficient than the
Biswas and Kalbfliesch [11] CUSUM. Using the uEWMA with the observed minus expected deaths scores or the survival model
summary scores rather than the log-likelihood ratio scores results in minor loss of efficiency.

The uEWMA statistic, given in (1), is a weighted average score and thus provides a local estimate of the average score. As a
result, unlike methods based on the CUSUM, generally EWMA control charts are easier to understand and interpret. This can be
a big advantage when trying to promote monitoring procedures to medical clinicians. Determining the run length properties of
the uEWMA requires simulation, however this is only needed to set up the chart and not during ongoing application.

In the presented cardiac surgery example we set the maximum follow-up time for all patients at 30 days. That is we assume
that survival after 30 days may not have been driven mostly by the surgical quality. As seen in Section 3, competing risks can
also be easily incorporated and lead to another possible reason for a censored observation. The time to a competing risk can
be variable. In this situation the uEWMA makes use of all the relevant information in an appropriate way, e.g. patients having a
competing risk event (say discharge from hospital) are included and scores are updated up until the time of the competing risk
event.
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In this paper we propose estimating the survival model parameters using ‘in-control’ data from phase I. In this way the
monitoring scheme is designed to look for changes in the current process state. An alternative approach is to set the survival model
parameters based on a standard process state as determined from the published literature or estimated from data aggregated
across a number of centers (see for example [11]). With this approach a signal no longer suggests a process change; rather a signal
shows that enough evidence has been collected to conclude that the performance of the monitored center is different from the
established standard. This different interpretation should lead to a different reaction to chart signals with the two approaches.

In monitoring medical (and other) processes, it can be desirable to stratify results, for example by surgeon/hospital etc. [7].
This can make the monitoring more sensitive to local changes. Grigg et al. [28] discuss the issue of local and relative changes
in a specific context. However, with any monitoring method, we need to be careful that with the simultaneous use of multiple
control charts the overall median time to a false alarm does not become very short. Too frequent false alarms will lead to a
monitoring method that practitioners will simply ignore.

The current methodology is relevant for adverse events due to a singly indexed event, e.g. surgery; however, it would be
clinically useful to extend the methodology to repeated/regular events, e.g. maintenance of central venous catheter (CVC) lines,
where the time to infection is relevant. Finally, with the updating scores it would also be possible to allow for time-dependent
covariates if this turns out to be clinically reasonable and the covariates are not affected by the surgery.
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